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Why Become a Content Expert?

As an ANCC-appointed Content Expert, you will be able to contribute to the development and maintenance of a certification specialty and assist others within their profession while enhancing your curriculum vitae.
Becoming a Content Expert

Eligibility

3-5 years of experience in specialty

Availability to attend required meetings

Appropriate educational background

Certified in specialty with ANCC under an eligible certification

Related work/volunteer experience
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Content Expert Responsibilities

**Roles**
- Content Expert Panel (CEP) Member
- Item Writer (IW)
- Standard Setter Panel (SSP) Member
- Content Expert (CEX) Registry

**Commitment**
- CEP members serve a four-year term.
- IW and SSP members’ terms end when the development phase or SSP responsibilities have been accomplished.
- CEX members will remain on the registry and serve as backup for other potential roles.
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Meetings

CEP Members

- Generally these members will meet four times a year.

IW

- These members must attend the Item Writer Workshop.

SSP

- These members must attend a two-day meeting.

Location

- Attendance is required. Some meetings may be online though most are held at our headquarters:

American Nurses Credentialing Center
8515 Georgia Avenue, Suite 400
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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How to Apply

1. Complete and submit the PDF Content Expert Application Form.
2. Submit a copy of your up-to-date CV/Resume and Official Job Description.
3. All documents should be submitted via e-mail to anccvolunteer@ana.org.

For more information learn about the ANCC Content Expert Opportunities.
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